Introduction --in a national economy, are analysed. Most start-ups are micro and small their access to the formal capital market is limited, start-ups look for alter- 
development.
The venture capital market is divided into its formal and informal parts. The former is primarily represented by venture capital funds, the latter by High-risk funds -Venture Capital their capital on development of enterprises in early phases of development, enterprises that have products, production methods or services that pose -VC funds commonly invest in innovative projects based on state-of-the-art --cialist transfer of know-how (in the case of a sectoral investor).
panies, public institutions are primary providers of capital.
-
risks. In the seed phase, capital is spent to build prototype products, conduct investment requirements or roll out a distribution network by means of co--of all private equity (PE) transactions. In respect of value, investments into the PE transactions. Financing of start-ups in Poland 
